Amendment No. 2 to Registry Agreement

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers and punkt.wien GmbH agree, effective as of _______________________________ ("Amendment No. 2 Effective Date"), that the modification set forth in this amendment No. 2 (the "Amendment") is made to the 28 October 2013 .Wien Registry Agreement between the parties, as amended (the "Agreement").

1. Amendment to Agreement. Effective as of the Amendment No. 2 Effective Date, the Agreement shall be amended as follows:

The parties hereby agree to amend Exhibit A by adding the following new text as a new section 5:

[START NEW TEXT]

“5. Trademark Registry Exchange Service

The Trademark Registry Exchange Service ("TREx Service") is a service that allows trademark rights holders with an active sunrise-eligible Trademark Record in ICANN’s TMCH to withhold certain labels from registration across multiple TLDs in coordination with a third party provider. The withheld names must comply with the provisions described in Specification 5, Section 3.3 of the Registry Agreement. The TREx Service allows trademark owners to “withhold” (i.e. no longer available for registration except when under certain circumstances such as, but not limited to, the TREx label has been overridden by a prior right holder or the TREx label can no longer be secured due to the outcome of a judicial proceeding) an identical matching label.

To be eligible for the TREx Service, a label must (i) be at least three valid characters long and otherwise conform to ICANN-mandated DNS label syntax rules, (ii) match a label that is listed in an active sunrise-eligible Trademark Record in the TMCH, (iii) not be already registered as a domain name in the TLD, and (iv) not be withheld or blocked from registration in accordance with the Registry Agreement.

Withheld labels will not prevent other trademark rights holders or other holders of local rights as defined in Registry Operator’s Registration Policies from unblocking the label and registering the domain name. When a name is registered, the third party provider will send a notification to the trademark rights holders who requested to withhold the label.”

[END NEW TEXT]
The parties agree that, except as set forth in this Amendment and any prior duly authorized and executed amendments, the current terms and conditions of the Agreement will remain in full force and effect. All capitalized terms not defined will have the meaning given to them in the Agreement.

ACCEPTED AND AGREED:

INTERNET CORPORATION FOR ASSIGNED NAMES AND NUMBERS

By: ________________________
    Akram Atallah
    President, Global Domains Division

PUNKT.WIEN GMBH

By: ________________________
    Ronald Schwaezler
    CEO & Managing Director